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Litchfield
Awaken in the Wild

ethical adventures
do it right

“With ethical adventures you are not a tourist. 
You are our partner in fun, adventure and discovery.”

BOOK NOW

0488 44 2269

FEATURES

Max 6 guests

Focus on wildlife & 
adventure

Personalised 
interactions with iconic 
wildlife at the Territory 
Wildlife Park

Camping in tents 
under the Milky Way 
in Litchfield National 
Park

Guided night wildlife 
walks

Swims in clear waterfall 
fed streams and ponds

Ample time for 
relaxation

Leave the latte behind as you don your 
brave face and embark on your own 2 
day Top End outback reality show.

Breath-taking landscapes, crystal clear 
streams, star-lit silence the backdrop.
Unique Australian wildlife & you, the 
actors.
Awaken in the wild … and let your 
senses engage.

Day 1

Meet your expert guide at the front of your 
accommodation in Darwin and begin the 
journey south towards Berry Springs and the 
wildlife sanctuary of the Territory Wildlife 
Park (TWP).

Get up close and personal through custom 
organised personal interactions with 
favourites such as sugar gliders, wallabies, 
fresh water whip rays and more before 

journeying the back roads to remote Litchfield 
National Park.
Visit historic mining ruins and mother 
natures statues (Cathedral and Magnetic 
Termite mounds) in and around the 
woodland, grassland and forests. 

Undertake short hikes into secluded swim 
spots and seek that perfect location to savour 
dinner and watch the golden rays of sunset 
play across the ancient sandstone landforms.

As the ochre colours gain intensity and 
daylight closes out it is now time to gear up 
for a series of short night walks along less 
trodden pathways of Litchfield in search of 
the cute, the cuddly and the other type of 
WILD LIFE that finds refuge here.

Look for diamonds in the sky and things that 
go boo in the night !!!  Later that night enjoy 
a cold drink around the dancing campfire 
flames before retiring to the comfort of your 
personal tent of dreams.



Day 2

Rising early with the birds for a sunrise walk and light breakfast 
next to the clear waters of one of the many waterfall fed swim holes 
in Litchfield is the way we like to start our day. Relax and take in the 
scene and moments before exploring the other short hiking trails 
in the area.  Spend the rest of the day doing short hikes, swims and 
learning about the natural wealth of food, medicine and resource 
plants in the area.  Returning to Darwin around 1730 pm.

Walks & short hikes

BROCHURE NOTE: The region this tour is conducted in can experience extreme weather conditions.  Due to this ethical adventures reserves 
the right to change the itinerary at the last moment or during the tour subject to our cancellation policy.   Please read our Terms & Conditions 
on our website prior to booking. This is most likely to occur from February to May. 

This tour requires a minimum of 4 persons to run.  Prices are valid until Nov 30th 2020. AGE RESTRICTIONS - Children under 8 years of 
age are not suitable for this tour. Children over 8 accompanied by adult are permitted.  FITNESS - Persons of moderate fitness and agility as 
evidenced by the ability to skip for 5 metres without having or thinking you will have a heart attack are suitable for this tour.

www.ethicaladventures.com.au | office@ethicaladventures.com.au
6 Harcus Court Malak, 0812 NT Australia 
Ph: 04 8844 2269 | ABN: 457 593 153 90
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Cost

$425 Adult

$325 Child (8-17 yo)

Min. 2 Guests

Max. 6

DINING
All meals and snacks ar included 

for this tour.  The actual menu 

will be finalised subject to guests 

dietary restrictions.   Typially BBQ 

dinner an dpinic style lunches, 

cereals for breakfast.

PICKUP + DROPOFF 
We pick up from ALL private and 
commercial accommodation in the 
greater Darwin region (Palmerston 
by prior arrangement)

YOU BRING
An overnight bag of clothes 
and toiletries (2 short 
sleeve, 1 LS, 2 pair shorts 
/ walking pants, 3 pairs 
socks, jocks as required)

Hat, walking shoes (boots 
not required), camera, 
phone

Any medications☐

☐

☐

STONE COUNTRYHISTORICAL RUINSWATERALLS  SWIMS
FOOD & 

REFRESHMENTS


